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About Toronto Financial Services Alliance (TFSA)
TFSA is a not-for-profit organization established by and working on behalf of government, Financial Services
(FS) employers and academia, to drive the competitiveness and growth of Toronto’s FS sector and establish its
prominence as a leading international financial centre.
A key part of that mandate is to support the attraction, development and retention of world-class, in-demand
talent. To that end…
We are a connector – strengthening collaboration and building bridges between our partners within industry,
government and post-secondary institutions – to grow and sustain our long-term talent advantage.
We are a catalyst – identifying and strategizing about today’s talent challenges, and proposing and leading
system-wide initiatives that reap benefits for the FS sector.
We are a thought leader – committed to executing and publishing action-oriented research that helps to align
the talent-related efforts of employers, educators and government.
This report is an example of consolidated data which provides additional insight to Financial Services
employers to help them design effective strategies for student attraction and retention.

Publication Date: February 2018
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Introduction
Graduates from post-secondary institutions are an
important source of new talent for firms in the
Financial Services (FS) sector. As the digital shift
becomes more all-encompassing and the line
between business and technology blurs, FS firms find
themselves competing for talent, not just with each
other, but with traditional technology firms (e.g.
Google, Apple), FinTech start-ups (smaller, more
nimble, and often seen as “cool”) and technologyenabled employers (e.g. Facebook), to name a few.
Understanding what is important to graduates as they
think about their careers is key to attracting and
retaining the best of this talent pool.
To learn more about students’ wants and needs,
TFSA commissioned Universum, a leading researcher
of student viewpoints, to report on Ontario postsecondary students’ perceptions of the Financial
Services sector as a career destination.
The Universum survey is an online survey of college
and university students across Canada. This report
focuses specifically on Ontario student responses.
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This report includes survey results for:
Students registered in a program in Business;
Science, Technology, Engineering, Math

The survey presented students

(STEM); or Liberal Arts, in a college or

with a list of 150 EMPLOYERS and

university based in Ontario.

Total sample size of

asked them to “sort” these
employers through a funnel.

Students first selected all of the
employers of which they were
AWARE.
From that list, they selected the
employers for which they
would CONSIDER working as a
first career.
They were then asked to “force
rank” (from 1 to 5) their top
5 IDEAL employers –
organizations for which they
would be MOST interested in
working upon graduation.

This report highlights the perceptions of Ontario students
who fall within two groups: Future Talent and Lost Talent.
Of the 18,722 students who were surveyed:
1,373 identified at least one Financial Services firm
on their list of 5 ideal employers.
This student group is considered our:

2,387 were AWARE of at least one Financial Services
firm, but did not identify ANY FS firms on the list for
which they would CONSIDER working upon
graduation.
This student group is considered our:

FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Why is each group important?
1.

These students have declared a clear interest in
a career in Financial Services.

2. They are likely to be job candidates of the future.
3. Understanding more about them can help
employers in developing effective strategies to
attract and secure these students as part of
their future workforce.

1.

These students do not have a current interest in a
career in Financial Services, despite the in-demand
skills they are developing.

2. They are not likely to be FS job candidates of the
future based on current perceptions.
3. Understanding more about them can help
employers in developing early engagement
strategies to potentially convert these students
to Future Talent.

We also have stratified students by program of study to compare differences and similarities
in profiles and perceptions across these distinct segments:
Business

Science, Technology, Engineering, Math (STEM)

Liberal Arts
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General Profile
The general profile for each student segment
(Business, STEM, and Liberal Arts) outlines the
average age, academic performance*, expected
annual salary, and expected length of time with
their first employer.
*To capture average academic performance,
students were asked to self-report their academic
performance on a scale from 1-10.

STEM students have the highest salary expectations,
suggesting awareness of the competitive
environment for their skills and therefore, their value.
Liberal Arts students have the longest expected
tenure with their first employers, potentially linked to
a higher desire for job security.
Lost Talent overall has a higher proportion of female
students - understanding what is valued by this group
of students may provide more opportunities to attract
greater gender diversity into FS.
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General Profile: Full View
FUTURE TALENT

45%

55%

BUSINESS

58%

42%
STEM

AVERAGE AGE (years)

AVERAGE AGE (years)

21.4

21.3

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

7.5 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

6.9 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

LOST TALENT

26%

74%

LIBERAL ARTS

BUSINESS

44%

56%
STEM

16%

84%

LIBERAL ARTS

AVERAGE AGE (years)

AVERAGE AGE (years)

22.0

21.3

21.9

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

AVERAGE ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

7.2 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

67,926 CAD

50,211 CAD

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

5.0

61%

21.4

AVERAGE AGE (years)

55,997 CAD
4.6

39%

6.3

8.0 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

48,689 CAD
AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

6.6

7.3 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

AVERAGE AGE (years)

7.2 out of 10

AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

58,063 CAD

47,588 CAD

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

5.6

7.0
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Earnings Expectations
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

STEM students have the highest level of earnings
expectations across the 3 groups, expecting almost
$12,000 more than their Business counterparts and

Lower Expected Earnings for ALL Students: Future

$17,700 more than Liberal Arts students’ declared

Talent in Business expect $7,308 more than their Lost

average.

Talent counterparts. Future STEM Talent expects
$9,863 more than STEM Lost Talent. Liberal Arts

This suggests that STEM students are aware of both

Future Talent expect to earn $2,623 more than their

the competitive environment for their skills and their

Lost Talent counterparts.

value to FS employers, and have developed their
salary expectations accordingly.

While it’s hard to say precisely why these differences
exist, employers may want to benchmark salaries
across a broad cross-section of industries to ensure
that entry-level salaries remain competitive, in order
to attract in-demand skills.

BUSINESS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

55,997 CAD

STEM
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

67,926 CAD

LIBERAL ARTS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

50,211 CAD

BUSINESS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

48,689 CAD

STEM
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

58,063 CAD

LIBERAL ARTS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
ANNUAL SALARY

47,588 CAD
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Expected Tenure
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Liberal Arts students have the highest expected
tenure of 6.3 years.
This falls significantly for Business students, who have
the lowest at 4.6 years.

Longer Expected Tenure for Business Students:

STEM students fall in the middle with expected tenure
of 5 years.

in FS expect to be with their first employer on average

This theme continues in later sections of this report,
with Liberal Arts students reporting a higher interest
in job security than the other 2 groups.

a significant difference, and more than double the

Business students who would NOT consider a career
2 years longer than their Future Talent counterparts –
delta of 7-8 months reported by the other 2 Lost
Talent groups.
This would suggest that if these Business students
can be converted to Future Talent, employers can
potentially expect lower turnover from this
population.

BUSINESS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

4.6

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH
FIRST EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

5.0

6.3

BUSINESS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

6.6

STEM
AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

5.6

LIBERAL ARTS
AVERAGE EXPECTED
EMPLOYMENT WITH FIRST
EMPLOYER AFTER
GRADUATION (years)

7.0
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Gender Representation
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Liberal Arts students have the highest level of female
representation at 74%, providing a recruitment
opportunity for employers who understand the

Higher Percentage of Female Students: There are,

value of diversity as a competitive advantage. In

on average, 10% more female students in the group

comparison, 55% of Business and 42% of STEM

of Lost Talent than in the Future Talent grouping.

Future Talent are female.

As previously noted, Lost Talent overall has a higher
proportion of female students - understanding what is
valued by this group of students may provide more
opportunities to attract greater gender diversity into FS.

45%

55%

BUSINESS

58%

42%
STEM

26%

74%

LIBERAL ARTS

39%

61%

BUSINESS

44%

56%
STEM

16%

84%

LIBERAL ARTS
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Considered Employers
Students were presented with a list of 150 well-known
companies who are active in student recruitment, and asked to

The Financial Services sector features

select all of the companies of which they were AWARE. From

prominently in the top 10 CONSIDERED

that list, they were asked to indicate all of the companies for

employers for Future Talent, with at least 5

which they would CONSIDER working. This provides some

of each group’s top 10 being an FS

insight into the larger pool of potential employers and the

employer – an impressive presence.

sectors that are of most interest to students.

For Lost Talent, CONSIDERED employers
represent a diverse mix of companies and
organizations in sectors other than

150 EMPLOYERS

Financial Services*.

Students first selected all of the
employers of which they were
AWARE.
From that list, they selected the
employers for which they would
CONSIDER working as a first career.
They were then asked to “force rank”
(from 1 to 5) their top 5 IDEAL
employers – organizations for which
they would be MOST interested in
working upon graduation.

*Lost Talent = students who were AWARE
of at least one FS firm but did not identify
ANY FS firms on their CONSIDERED list.
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Considered Employers Ranking
FUTURE TALENT

BUSINESS
1. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada
Trust (73%)

STEM
1. Microsoft (68%)

LIBERAL ARTS
1. Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board

Canada (66%)
3. Google (63%)
4. BMO Financial Group / Bank of
Montreal (62%)
4. Scotiabank (62%)
6. CIBC (60%)
7. Deloitte (53%)
8. Apple (53%)

BUSINESS

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

1. EY (Ernst & Young) (68%)

1. Google (39%)

1. United Nations (41%)

2. KPMG (27%)

2. Canadian Space Agency (32%)

2. Google (49%)

3. PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) (24%)

3. Apple (31%)

2. Human Resources and Social
Development Canada (36%)

3. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada

4. Deloitte (18%)

4. Microsoft (29%)

3. Canadian Department of Justice (29%)

5. Google (14%)

5. Natural Resources Canada (27%)

6. Facebook (9%)

6. Health Canada (27%)

4. Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS) (28%)

5. Facebook (56%)

4. Air Canada (45%)

6. RBC Financial Group / Royal Bank of

4. Human Resources and Social

7. Apple (8%)

7. The Hospital for Sick Children (27%)

8. Air Canada (7%)

8. United Nations (23%)

8. Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts (7%)

9. Facebook (22%)

8. Microsoft (7%)
11. Lululemon (7%)

10. Canadian Natural Resources Limited
(22%)

12. Starbucks (6%)

11. Canadian Cancer Society (21%)

13. United Nations (6%)

12. Doctors Without Borders (20%)

14. Fairmont Hotels & Resorts (6%)

13. Ontario Power Generation (19%)

15. The Coca-Cola Company (5%)

13. Sony (19%)

12.Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
(16%)

15. Samsung (18%)

13. CBC/Radio-Canada (14%)

(52%)

2. Google (68%)

2. RBC Financial Group / Royal Bank of

LOST TALENT

3. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada
Trust (60%)

Trust (45%)

4. Apple (59%)

Development Canada (45%)

Canada (56%)
6. Scotiabank (56%)

6. Apple (44%)

8. BMO Financial Group / Bank of

7. Scotiabank (41%)

Montreal (54%)

7. United Nations (41%)

9. Manulife Financial (50%)

9. CIBC (51%)

9. CIBC (38%)

9. National Bank of Canada (50%)

10.IBM (50%)

10.RBC Financial Group / Royal Bank of
Canada (38%)
10.The Hospital for Sick Children (38%)

5. The Hospital for Sick Children (27%)
6. Google (26%)
7. Big Brothers Big Sisters (24%)
8. Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade (24%)
9. Health Canada (19%)
10.Doctors Without Borders (17%)
11.Apple (16%)

14. United Way (14%)
15. Air Canada (14%)

FS Strongest Presence for Business Students: Not

An interesting mix of diverse companies was highlighted

surprisingly, the Financial Services sector has the most

for the students who did not consider Financial Services as

mindshare with Business students, with FS firms enjoying 7

a possible career destination.

of the top 10 Considered Employer rankings for Business
Future Talent. This falls to 5 of 10 for STEM and Liberal
Arts students – still an impressive showing.

Business students favour the large consulting firms,
technology firms and other blue-chip firms.
In addition to technology firms, STEM students are
attracted to organizations in the aerospace, health care,
and natural resources sectors.

In a subsequent section of this report, we will look at perceptions of employer attractiveness and characteristics,
which will lend greater insight into what may be driving these selections.
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Ideal Employers
The list of potential employers narrowed further when students
were presented with the list of employers for which they would

Liberal Arts students lean toward “cause-

CONSIDER working and were asked to select their top 5 IDEAL

based” organizations. For Financial Services to

employers, in order of preference. Collectively, the top 10 ideal

attract them, focusing on ethical/responsible

employers chosen highlight the organizations that have gained

corporate attributes may prove beneficial.

the mindshare of students and are seen by students as the top
companies to join upon graduation.

Overall, the Financial Services sector has the
potential to attract more STEM students by
marketing the interesting careers available in

150 EMPLOYERS

the sector that include technology and
innovation.

Students first selected all
employers of which they were
AWARE.
From that list, they selected the
employers for which they would
CONSIDER working as a first career.
They were then asked to “force rank”
(from 1 to 5) their top 5 IDEAL
employers – organizations for which
they would be MOST interested in
working upon graduation.
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Ideal Employers
FUTURE TALENT

BUSINESS
1. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada
Trust (31%)
2. Google (24%)
3. Goldman Sachs (24%)
4. RBC Financial Group / Royal Bank of
Canada (22%)
5. Deloitte (18%)
6. PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) (18%)

STEM
1. Google (37%)
2. Apple (21%)
3. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada
Trust (20%)

LOST TALENT

LIBERAL ARTS
1. Ontario Teachers' Pension Plan Board

1. Google (27%)

1. United Nations (32%)

2. Canadian Space Agency (17%)

2. Human Resources and Social

3. PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers) (7%)

3. The Hospital for Sick Children (17%)

4. United Nations (5%)

4. Natural Resources Canada (16%)

5. Facebook (5%)

5. Apple (16%)

6. Apple (4%)

6. Microsoft (15%)

5. United Nations (16%)

7. Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts (3%)

7. Health Canada (13%)
8. United Nations (11%)

2. TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada
Trust (20%)

4. Microsoft (20%)

4. Human Resources and Social
Development Canada (17%)

7. EY (Ernst & Young) (16%)

7. Facebook (15%)

6. The Hospital for Sick Children (16%)

8. Air Canada (3%)

8. J.P. Morgan (16%)

8. IBM (11%)

7. Canadian Department of Justice (15%)

8. WestJet Airlines (3%)

9. Canadian Cancer Society (11%)

8. Morgan Stanley (11%)

8. Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs

10. Fairmont Hotels & Resorts (3%)

10. Facebook (10%)

9. Apple (14%)
9. KPMG (14%)

10. Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS) (10%)

LIBERAL ARTS

2. Google (10%)

4. Goldman Sachs (20%)

Canada (16%)

STEM

1. EY (Ernst & Young) (68%)

(36%)

3. Google (18%)

6. RBC Financial Group / Royal Bank of

BUSINESS

and International Trade (14%)
9. Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS) (13%)

Development Canada (21%)
3. Canadian Security Intelligence Service
(CSIS) (20%)
4. Canadian Department of Justice (17%)
5. The Hospital for Sick Children (17%)
6. Google (15%)
7. Canadian Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade (14%)
8. Health Canada (12%)
9. Big Brothers Big Sisters (10%)
10. Doctors Without Borders (8%)

10. Apple (11%)

Financial Services holds 4 of the top 10 spots for Business
students, 4 of the top 10 for STEM students and 2 of 10 for
Liberal Arts students.
Technology firms Google and Apple are prominently
profiled as Ideal employers across all three student groups.
Business students: in addition to Financial Services firms,
consulting firms remain popular.
STEM students: selected Financial Services firms in 4 of the
10 top spots, suggesting that Financial Services is gaining
the attention of this group of students.
Liberal Arts students: lean toward “cause-based”
organizations such as the Hospital for Sick Children, the
United Nations and government departments.

Google and the United Nations appear in the top 10 across
all three student groups for Lost Talent.
Business students: EY (Ernst & Young) is a strong #1 pick as
an Ideal employer, with 68% of Business students choosing
EY. This strong consensus is unique to Business students.
STEM students: selected technology firms (Google, Apple,
Microsoft) and technology-enabled firms (Facebook), along
with aerospace, health care and natural resources. These
choices are well-aligned with STEM students’ academic
program focus.
Liberal Arts students: selected government departments,
health care and charitable organizations in their top picks.
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Ideal Employers Ranking over time
Business Students
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

1

1
2
3

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4
5

1
2

1
2

5

4
5

7

12
15

16
9

1
2
3
4
5

20

20

25
14

2014

2015

2016

TD Bank Financial Group /
TD Canada Trust

Google

RBC Financial Group /
Royal Bank of Canada

Deloitte

2017

Goldman Sachs

TD Bank Financial Group / TD Canada Trust has been the #1
ranked Ideal employer for the past four years among
Business students. The top 5 list for this student group has
remained constant since 2015.

2014

2015

2016

EY (Ernst & Young)

Google

United Nations

Facebook

2017

PwC (PricewaterhouseCoopers)

Facebook and PwC have made major gains in the past 2
years and are now in the top 5. Google has enjoyed top 5
billing in the survey over the past 4 years.
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Ideal Employers Ranking over time
STEM Students
FUTURE TALENT

1
2
3
4

1
2
3
4

1
2

LOST TALENT

1
2
3
4

4
5

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

4

4

5

5

3
4
6

8

14

2014

Google
Goldman Sachs

2015

12

Apple

2016

TD Bank Financial Group
2017
/ TD Canada Trust

Microsoft

Google has been the #1 ranked Ideal employer for the
past four years among STEM students.
Representing Financial Services firms, TD Bank has
enjoyed a top 5 spot since 2014, with Goldman Sachs
joining the top 5 in 2015, and retaining a top 5 spot in
the 2016 and 2017 surveys.

2014

Google
Natural Resources
Canada

2015

Canadian Space Agency
2016

The Hospital for Sick
2017
Children

Apple

STEM students selected the same group of 5 employers for
the past 2 surveys as their top 5 picks. Google and the
Hospital for Sick Children have enjoyed a top 5 spot for the
past 4 surveys, with Natural Resources Canada and the
Canadian Space Agency gaining ground since the survey in
2014.
There is an opportunity for Financial Services firms to
highlight their strong technology base to better attract
STEM Lost Talent.
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Ideal Employers Ranking over time
Liberal Arts Students
FUTURE TALENT

1

1

LOST TALENT

1

1

1

2

2

2

3

3

3

3

4

4

5

5

5

5

2

1

1

3

3

2

3

4

2

4

4

4

5

5

5

6

6

9

2014

2015

Ontario Teachers' Pension
Plan Board
Human Resources and Social
Development Canada

2016

TD Bank Financial Group /
TD Canada Trust

2017

Google

United Nations

Liberal Arts students selected only 2 Financial Services
employers in their top 10 list. The Ontario Teachers’
Pension Plan Board enjoyed the #1 spot for Liberal Arts
students over the past 4 surveys.

2014

2015

United Nations
Canadian Department of
Justice

2016

Human Resources and Social
Development Canada

2017

Canadian Security
Intelligence Service (CSIS)

The Hospital for Sick Children

Liberal Arts students have consistently selected the
United Nations and the Hospital for Sick Children as top 5
picks over the past 4 years. Canadian Security Intelligence
Service (CSIS), Human Resources and Social Development
Canada and the Canadian Department of Justice joined
the top 5 list in 2015 and have remained there.
This is consistent with Liberal Arts students’ strong focus
on “inspiring purpose” and “ethical standards,” indicated in
the employer attributes section of the survey, which we’ll
explore next.
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Ideal Employer: Spotlight on TD

TD Bank Financial Group has
achieved an impressive
reputation among students
in Ontario, earning the #1
spot as Ideal Employer for
Business students for the
past four years running. TD
also enjoys the unique
distinction of being the only
financial institution to
appear across ALL of the top
5 lists of Ideal Employers for
Business, STEM and Liberal
Arts students. It takes a
strategic and adaptable
approach to campus
recruiting to achieve this
kind of success.

"We work to understand students' needs and expectations, then align our
tactics with the candidates we are attempting to attract," said Tony
Giacobbe, AVP Talent & Acquisition Sourcing and Campus for TD. "There
really is no one-size-fits-all approach. We find that different groups of
students respond to different types of events. We want to be where the
students are, to engage them and introduce them to TD as a place to
build a career," he added.
TD currently recruits about 1,600 students per year in North America, with
80% of them originating in Canada. Campus recruitment is a highly
competitive landscape — every company is focused on recruiting top
talent who will shape their future. With post-secondary students, this can
be a six-year journey from engaging a first-year student to making a
successful full-time hire. TD aims to give students a robust experience as
they move along this journey, and as their needs and priorities change.
Through a network of campus recruiters, TD ensures a personal
experience for students. The bank's recruiters are visibly present and
active on campus — they are highly knowledgeable of the TD businesses
they are recruiting for, they know their student groups’ wants and needs,
and they know the campus career services teams, who provide great
advice about the most effective way to engage with each targeted
student group.
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Spotlight on TD
This knowledge, coupled with strong partnerships, has led to a
number of improvements for TD's events. For example, TD
found that the standard style of corporate presentations
wasn’t meeting the needs of student candidates or TD’s
business leaders — there was an overwhelming “push” of
information. Now, they favour an approach that offers a short
presentation by business leaders, followed by a lengthy
networking/engagement opportunity. This allows students
and business leaders to meet and mingle and have a more
memorable interaction. "Overall, we are always looking for
new and creative events that break the mold," said Tony.
Students’ expectations have changed over the years and TD,
like other companies, has had to respond to this change to
ensure a good candidate experience. Students and new
graduates tend to drive their careers more purposefully and
on a quicker timeline. TD has learned that most students
want:
faster, more authentic responses to communication
during the recruitment cycle
more direct input on career direction
shorter rotational training programs to launch their
careers more quickly
greater flexibility on where and how they work

In addition, this cohort seems less risk averse — they are not
afraid to move around to achieve their goals.
Along with reflecting students' preferences, TD identifies the
most critical success factor for campus recruitment as
"honest engagement.” Companies need to present an
honest, realistic picture of what it’s like to work there. For
example, TD offers a variety of workspaces — some are more
modern and collaborative, while others are set more firmly in
a traditional corporate setting. It's critical for recruiters to be
clear about which type of environment a student will be
joining.
Employers need to present the complete employer value
proposition — the pluses and the trade-offs — to find a good
fit with the right students. Glossing over or misrepresenting
key corporate attributes will result in dissatisfaction for both
the student and the hiring managers.
TD's commitment to authentic engagement and attracting
great talent comes across loud and clear, through its
campus recruiters, at every event, and in every student
interaction. And that commitment is reflected in TD's strong
ranking among students as an Ideal Employer, and will serve
the organization well in the future.
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Employer Attractiveness

EMPLOYER REPUTATION & IMAGE
The attributes of the employer as an organisation
• Attractive/exciting products and services
• Corporate Social Responsibility
• Corporate transparency
• Ethical standards
• Fast-growing/entrepreneurial
• Innovation
• Inspiring leadership
• Inspiring purpose
• Market success
• Prestige

SOFT

Universum has identified 4 categories of characteristics that make up
overall employer attractiveness:
PEOPLE & CULTURE
The social environment and attributes of the workplace
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A creative and dynamic work environment
A friendly work environment
Commitment to diversity and inclusion
Enabling me to integrate personal interests in my
schedule
Interaction with international clients and colleagues
Leaders who will support my development
Recognizing performance (meritocracy)
Recruiting only the best talent
Respect for its people
Support for gender equality

EXTRINSIC

INTRINSIC

JOB CHARACTERISTICS
The contents and demands of the job, including the learning
opportunities provided by the job
• Challenging work
• Customer focus
• Flexible working conditions
• High level of responsibility
• High performance focus
• Opportunities for international travel/relocation
• Professional training and development
• Secure employment
• Team-oriented work
• Variety of assignments

HARD

REMUNERATION & ADVANCEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
The monetary compensation and other benefits, now and
in the future
• Clear path for advancement
• Competitive base salary
• Competitive benefits
• Good reference for future career
• High future earnings
• Leadership opportunities
• Overtime pay/compensation
• Performance-related bonus
• Rapid promotion
• Sponsorship of future education

Students were asked to indicate the top 3 elements that are most important to them within each of
the four categories.
The results can be used to help companies to highlight the aspects of their culture that most closely fit
with the characteristics that students most value. The balance of this section reflects aggregate data.
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Employer Attractiveness
• Future Talent is a more cohesive group across Business, STEM, and Liberal Arts students with 6 shared
preferences in their top 10.
• Lost Talent only shared 2 preferences in their top 10.
• There is just a single preference – high future earnings – shared across all groups.
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Top Preferences Overall
BUSINESS

STEM

BUSINESS

LIBERAL ARTS

Leaders who will support1.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
High future earnings
1. High future earnings
High future earnings
2. High future earnings

Top Preferences Overall

High future earnings
1. High future earnings

Secure employment
1. Secure employment

Flexible working conditions
2. Flexible working conditions

Leaders who will support2.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
Inspiring leadership
2. Inspiring leadership

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

Innovation
1. Innovation

Inspiring purpose
1. Inspiring purpose

A friendly work environment
2. A friendly work environment

Respect for its2.people
Respect for its people

Leaders who will support3.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
Secure employment
3. Secure employment
Professional training and
3. Professional
developmenttraining and development
Professional training and
3. Professional
developmenttraining and development
A creative and dynamic work
3. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Clear path for advancement
4. Clear path for advancement

Innovation
4. Innovation

Leadership opportunities
4. Leadership opportunities

Leadership opportunities
6. Leadership opportunities

Competitive base
6. salary
Competitive base salary

Secure employment
7. Secure employment

Prestige5. Prestige

Inspiring leadership
9. Inspiring leadership

Secure employment
8. Secure employment

Market success
8. Market success

Leaders who will support8.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development

Prestige9. Prestige

A creative and dynamic10.
work
A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Clear path for advancement
10. Clear path for advancement

Employer Reputation & Image
Remuneration & Advancement
Opportunities

Leadership opportunities
6. Leadership opportunities

High future earnings
6. High future earnings

Inspiring purpose
5. Inspiring purpose

A creative and dynamic work
5. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment

High future earnings
6. High future earnings

Clear path for advancement
6. Clear path for advancement

future
Good
career
reference for future career
Leaders who will support7.my
Leaders
development
who will support my developmentInspiring leadership
7. Inspiring leadership
Professional training and
7. Professional
developmenttraining and development Good reference for 7.

Leadership opportunities
7. Leadership opportunities

Good reference for 8.
future
Good
career
reference for future career

Secure employment
3. Secure employment

Clear path for advancement
4. Clear path for advancement A creative and dynamic work
4. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment Ethical standards
4. Ethical standards

A friendly work environment
5. A friendly work environmentA creative and dynamic work
5. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Inspiring purpose
5. Inspiring purpose

A friendly work environment
9. A friendly work environment

A friendly work environment
9. A friendly work environment

Respect for its
10.people
Respect for its people

People & Culture
Job Characteristics

Common elements for Future Talent are:
1. Leaders who will support my development
2. Professional training and development
3. Leadership opportunities
4. Secure employment
5. High future earnings (common to all Future and Lost Talent)
6. A creative and dynamic work environment

Inspiring leadership
10. Inspiring leadership

Respect for its8.people
Respect for its people
Good reference for 9.
future
Good
career
reference for future career

Leadership opportunities
8. Leadership opportunities
Good reference for 9.
future
Good
career
reference for future career

Professional training and
10. Professional
developmenttraining and development

Employer Reputation & Image
Remuneration & Advancement
Opportunities

High future earnings
10. High future earnings

People & Culture
Job Characteristics

Common elements for Lost Talent are:
1. High future earnings
2. Good reference for future career

Valuable general profiles emerge for each student group from their priority preferences, noted in the pages that follow.
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Employer Attractiveness: Emerging Profiles
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Top Preferences Overall

Top Preferences Overall
BUSINESS

BUSINESS

Leaders who will support1.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
High future earnings
2. High future earnings
Professional training and
3. Professional
developmenttraining and development
Clear path for advancement
4. Clear path for advancement
A friendly work environment
5. A friendly work environment
Leadership opportunities
6. Leadership opportunities

Employer Reputation & Image

High future earnings
1. High future earnings
Flexible working conditions
2. Flexible working conditions

People & Culture
Leaders who will support3.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
Remuneration & Advancement
Clear path for advancement
4. Clear path for advancement
Opportunities
Job Characteristics

Secure employment
7. Secure employment

Prestige5. Prestige

Leadership opportunities
6. Leadership opportunities
Good reference for 7.
future
Good
career
reference for future career
Market success
8. Market success

Good reference for 8.
future
Good
career
reference for future career
Inspiring leadership
9. Inspiring leadership
A creative and dynamic10.
work
A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment

Business students who represent Future Talent are
focused on leadership and career-building as they start
their careers.
They want to work for inspiring leaders and have a
chance to grow into leaders themselves.
They value career-building elements such as professional
development, a known path for advancement, and
opportunities to build their references – all within a
creative and dynamic environment.
They want to see the fruits of their career-building efforts
reflected in high future earnings.
They also value secure employment and friendly work
environments.

A friendly work environment
9. A friendly work environment
Inspiring leadership
10. Inspiring leadership

Lost Talent Business students ranked elements of the
employment contract highly: future earning potential
and flexible working conditions. They are focused on
advancement opportunities and leaders who will
support their development.
They prioritize prestige and market success more than
their Future Talent peers, while de-emphasizing
secure employment and a creative and dynamic work
environment, relative to the Future Talent
preferences.
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Employer Attractiveness: Emerging Profiles
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Top Preferences Overall

Top Preferences Overall
STEM

STEM

Innovation
1. Innovation

High future earnings
1. High future earnings
Leaders who will support2.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
Professional training and
3. Professional
developmenttraining and development
Innovation
4. Innovation
A creative and dynamic work
5. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Competitive base
6. salary
Competitive base salary

Employer Reputation & Image

A friendly work environment
2. A friendly work environment

Secure employment
3. Secure employment
People & Culture
A creative and dynamic work
4. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Remuneration & Advancement
Opportunities
Inspiring purpose
5. Inspiring purpose

Job Characteristics

Leadership opportunities
7. Leadership opportunities
Secure employment
8. Secure employment
Prestige9. Prestige
Clear path for advancement
10. Clear path for advancement

STEM students value both continual learning and
advancement opportunities.
They seek a creative and dynamic environment, and
include prestige and innovation as attractive employer
characteristics.
They value leaders who will support their
development, and want leadership opportunities for
themselves.
They expect to be rewarded for their contributions and
are more focused on remuneration than their Business
and Liberal Arts peers. They have a strong focus on
both a competitive base salary now and the potential
for high future earnings.

High future earnings
6. High future earnings
Leaders who will support7.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
Respect for its8.people
Respect for its people
Good reference for 9.
future
Good
career
reference for future career
Professional training and
10. Professional
developmenttraining and development

STEM Lost Talent ranked inspiring purpose, respect
and a friendly work environment higher than the
STEM Future Talent group.
They rank innovation in the #1 spot and value a
creative and dynamic work environment, and support
for professional development.
STEM Lost Talent is less focused on prestige and
leadership opportunities than their STEM Future
Talent peers.
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Employer Attractiveness: Emerging Profiles
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Top Preferences Overall

Top Preferences Overall
LIBERAL ARTS

LIBERAL ARTS

Secure employment
1. Secure employment
Inspiring leadership
2. Inspiring leadership
A creative and dynamic work
3. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Leadership opportunities
4. Leadership opportunities
Inspiring purpose
5. Inspiring purpose
High future earnings
6. High future earnings

Inspiring purpose
1. Inspiring purpose

Employer Reputation & Image

Respect for its2.people
Respect for its people

People & Culture
Remuneration & Advancement
Opportunities
Job Characteristics

Professional training and
7. Professional
developmenttraining and development
Leaders who will support8.my
Leaders
development
who will support my development
A friendly work environment
9. A friendly work environment
Respect for its
10.people
Respect for its people

Liberal Arts students representing Future Talent are
focused on inspiring leadership and inspiring purpose.
Secure employment is very important to this group and
tops the list of priorities.
They seek creative and dynamic environments and
companies who demonstrate respect for their people.
While this group wants meaningful work, they are also
focused on career-building and are looking for
leadership opportunities and support for training and
development.

Secure employment
3. Secure employment
Ethical standards
4. Ethical standards

A creative and dynamic work
5. A creative
environment
and dynamic work environment
Clear path for advancement
6. Clear path for advancement
Inspiring leadership
7. Inspiring leadership
Leadership opportunities
8. Leadership opportunities
Good reference for 9.
future
Good
career
reference for future career
High future earnings
10. High future earnings

Like their Future Talent peers, Liberal Arts Lost Talent
is focused on inspiring leadership, inspiring purpose,
and organizations who demonstrate respect for their
people.
Inspiring purpose is at the top of their list and they
rated ethical standards higher than their Future Talent
peers.
Career-building is also important, with leadership and
advancement opportunities, and building references
for future career rated very highly.
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Career Goals
Students were asked to select a maximum of 3 top
career goals. As with employer preferences,
understanding these goals can help employers to tailor
their messaging and approaches to each student group.

Work/life balance is a shared priority across all the
student groups, representing both Future Talent
and Lost Talent.
Two top career goals are shared across the Future
Talent student population – to have work/life
balance and job security. Beyond these top goals,
students’ priorities diverge.
For Lost Talent, STEM and Liberal Arts students
also share a goal of being dedicated to a cause and
serving a greater good.
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Career Goals
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT
58%
57%
57%

To have work/life balance

41%

To be a leader or manager of people

30%

26%

To be entrepreneurial or creative/innovative
20%
To be dedicated to a cause or to feel
that I am serving a greater good

44%

To be a leader or manager of people

17%
15%
39%

To have an international career

14%
22%
32%

To be secure or stable in my job

49%
60%

26%
24%
24%

To have an international career

60%
61%

62%

40%
43%

To be competitively or intellectually challenged

46%

To have work/life balance

41%

26%
27%

41%
27%

48%

To be secure or stable in my job

49%

To be competitively or intellectually challenged

Business

To be a technical or functional expert

Liberal Arts

25%
27%

52%

In addition to having work/life balance and job security,
Business students want to be leaders, and to be
competitively or intellectually challenged in their careers.
After work/life balance, STEM students value intellectual
challenge as a career goal and rate it slightly higher than
job security. They also want the ability to be
entrepreneurial or innovative in their careers.
Over half of Liberal Arts students want to make a
difference by serving a cause or the greater good.
Almost a quarter of students, across all Future Talent
groups, would like to have an international career, giving
an edge to multi-national firms with global opportunities.

24%

Business

4%

STEM

35%

31%

To be entrepreneurial or creative/innovative

To be dedicated to a cause or to feel
that I am serving a greater good

STEM
22%
22%

27%

Liberal Arts

18%
49%

64%

Business students prioritize being competitively or
intellectually challenged to a greater extent than
Future Talent. Work/life balance and being a leader
or manager of people round out the top three career
goals for Business Lost Talent.
STEM and Liberal Arts Lost Talent agree on their top
3 career goals:
1. To have work/life balance.
2. To be secure or stable in my job.
3. To be dedicated to a cause or to feel that I am
serving a greater good.
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Preferred Industries and Company Size
Students were surveyed about their preferred industries
and company size.

Banking is a top industry choice for Future Talent Business
and STEM students, good news for an industry increasingly in
need of STEM skills.
Business students across Future and Lost Talent indicate the
strongest preference for macro-sized employers (more than
1,000 employees).
Less than 5% of both Future and Lost Talent STEM students
indicate a preference for micro-sized employers (less than 10
employees), calling into question the commonly-held belief
that STEM students want to work for start-ups.
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Preferred Industries and Company Size
FUTURE TALENT
BUSINESS
1. Banks (56%)

STEM
1. Software, Computer Services,
Multimedia Development, Digital
Entertainment (37%)

3. Auditing and Accounting (33%)

2. Banks (32%)

4. Management and Strategy Consulting
(27%)

3. Financial Services (26%)

6. Media and Advertising (9%)
7. E-commerce (8%)
8. Real Estate (8%)
9. Fashion, Accessories and Luxury
Goods (8%)
10. Software, Computer Services,
Multimedia Development, Digital
Entertainment (7%)

4. Education and Scientific Institutions
(20%)
5. Management and Strategy Consulting
(18%)
6. Technology Hardware and Equipment
(15%)
7. Insurance (13%)
8. Aerospace and Defence (13%)
9. E-commerce (8%)
10. Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
(8%)
11. Health Care Services (8%)

Micro employer (Less than 10 employees)

BUSINESS

LIBERAL ARTS

2. Financial Services (50%)

5. Insurance (13%)

LOST TALENT

1. Education and Scientific Institutions
(32%)
2. Public Sector and Government
Agencies (31%)
3. Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
(27%)

1. Health Care Services (22%)

2. Management and Strategy Consulting
(17%)

2. Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology
(21%)

3. Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure
Activities (11%)

3. Software, Computer Services,
Multimedia Development, Digital
Entertainment (20%)

4. Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
(10%)

5. Legal Services (19%)

5. Media and Advertising (9%)

6. Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure
Activities (15%)

6. Fashion, Accessories and Luxury
Goods (6%)

7. Non-Profit Organizations (15%)

7. Other (4%)

8. Financial Services (15%)

8. Banks (4%)

10. Management and Strategy Consulting
(13%)

9. Software, Computer Services,
Multimedia Development, Digital
Entertainment (4%)

11. Health Care Services (13%)

10. Financial Services (4%)

2%

Business

2%

STEM

1. Public Sector and Government
Agencies (31%)
2. Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
(31%)
3. Non-Profit Organizations (28%)
4. Education and Scientific Institutions
(24%)

4. Education and Scientific Institutions
(20%)

5. Health Care Services (23%)

5. Aerospace and Defence (17%)

6. Legal Services (21%)

6. Energy(15%)

7. Media and Advertising (17%)

7. Technology Hardware and Equipment
(15%)

8. Other (16%)
9. Tourism, Hospitality and Leisure
Activities (13%)

8. Chemicals (14%)
9. Other (12%)

10. Fashion, Accessories and Luxury
Goods (6%)

10. Agriculture, Forestry, Fishing, Pulp
and Paper (11%)

3%
Micro employer (Less than 10 employees)

Liberal Arts

3%

LIBERAL ARTS

1. Auditing and Accounting (69%)

4. Banks (21%)

9. Media and Advertising (14%)

STEM

Business
STEM

5%

Liberal Arts

7%

11%

8%

Small employer (10-99 employees)

21%

Small employer (10-99 employees)

26%

30%

30%

28%
Medium-sized employer (100-499 employees)

12%
31%

Medium-sized employer (100-499 employees)

38%

31%

36%

23%
Large employer (500-1000 employees)

9%

22%

Large employer (500-1000 employees)

19%

16%
15%

35%
Macro employer (More than 1000 employees)

24%
17%

69%
Macro employer (More than 1000 employees)

15%
13%
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Preferred Industries and Company Size
FUTURE TALENT
Business students: Financial Services and Banks are strong
industry choices for Business students. Auditing and
Accounting takes the third spot, followed by Management
and Strategy Consulting.
They are also the most likely to prefer macro employers
(more than 1,000 employees), with 35% of students
selecting macro employers as their top pick.

LOST TALENT
Business students: Auditing and Accounting firms rank #1
with Business students, with 69% selecting this industry.
Management and Strategy Consulting and Tourism,
Hospitality and Leisure Activities round out the top
preferred industries.
Business students are also the most likely to prefer macro
employers (more than 1,000 employees) with 69% of
students selecting macro employers as their top pick.

STEM students: Perhaps surprisingly, Banks are the #2
career choice for STEM students (32%), with Software,
Computer Services, Multimedia Development and Digital
Entertainment taking the top spot at 37%. Financial
Services completes the top three for this group.

STEM students: Health Care Services, Pharmaceuticals and
Biotechnology, Software, Computer Services, Multimedia
Development, Digital Entertainment, and Education and
Scientific Institutions enjoy the top spots for STEM students.

Medium-sized employers (100-499) take the top spot with
31% of STEM students preferring mid-sized firms.

Similar to STEM Future Talent, STEM Lost Talent prefers
medium-sized employers (100-499) with 38% of STEM
students selecting mid-sized firms as their top pick.

Liberal Arts students: Education and Scientific Institutions,
and Public Sector and Government Agencies are the top
industry picks for Liberal Arts students.
They are also most likely to prefer medium-sized or small
employers (10-99 employees).

Liberal Arts students: Public Sector and Government
Agencies, and Arts, Entertainment and Recreation are the
top industry picks for Liberal Arts students.
They are also most likely to prefer medium-sized or small
employers (10-99 employees), like their Future Talent
counterparts.

There is an opportunity for Financial Services employers to increase marketing efforts to build more sector
awareness and to showcase the breadth of roles and career paths available within the sector that require the
types of skills that Business, STEM and Liberal Arts students are developing.
A recent example of this concept in action is ASPIRE, the sector-wide work-integrated learning pilot
program led by TFSA, on behalf of the Financial Services sector. This initiative seeks to uncover FS career
opportunities and create transformational change in the way that in-demand students view the
financial services sector. Examples of ASPIRE’s marketing material can be found in the appendix on
page 35.
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Communication Channels

Students live in a 24/7 world, with access to information literally at their fingertips. It is
no surprise then that the most used communication channels, for all student groups
and across Future and Lost Talent, are employer websites and social media. These
mediums are self-serve, with students deciding where, when, and how they will engage.
While an online presence is key, students still value face-to-face encounters available
through career fairs, employer presentations and visits to employer offices. The impact
of the employer presence on campus and employer interaction with students should
not be underrated.
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Communication Channels
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Most used communication channels
BUSINESS
Employer websites
1. Employer websites

STEM
Employer websites
1. Employer websites

Most used communication channels
BUSINESS

LIBERAL ARTS

STEM

Social media
1. Social media

Social media
1. Social media

Social media
1. Social media

LIBERAL ARTS
Social media
1. Social media

Career fairs
2. Career fairs
Employer websites
2. Employer websites
Employer websites
2. Employer websites
Social media
2. Social media
Employer websites
2. Employer websites
Employer presentations
3. Employer
on campus
presentations on campus
Job boards (sites where job 3.
openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job 3.
openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job openings are posted)
Job boards (sites where job 3.
openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job 3.
openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job openings
are posted)
Job boards
(sites where job openings are posted)
4.
Employer
websites
4.
Career
fairs
4. Career fairs
4. Employer presentations on campus
4. Career fairs
4. Career fairs
press & student organisation
publications
press & student organisation publications
Employer office/site
5. Employer
visits
office/site visits
University press & student organisation
5. University
publications
University
press & student organisation
5. University
publications
press & student organisation publications
Job boards (sites where job 5.
openings
are posted)
Employer
5. Employer
on campus
presentations on campus
University press & student organisation
4. University
publications
Job boards
(sites where job openings are
posted) presentations
Social media
2. Social media
Career fairs
3. Career fairs

Employ er w ebs it es

Career fairs

E mplo yer pre sent a ti ons on ca mpus

Employer office/site
6. Employer
visits
office/site visits

Career fairs

Career fairs

Career fairs

Career and job related
6. Career
appsand job related apps

Career and job related
6. Career
appsand job related apps

on news/business-related websites
press & student organisation
publications
University press & student organisation
7. University
publications
Employer advertisements
on news/business-related
7. Employer advertisements
websites
Career guidance7.websites
Career guidance websites

Informational interviews6.with
Informational
employers interviews with employers

Career and job related
6. Career
appsand job related apps

Career guidance6.websites
Career guidance websites

Job boards
(sites where job openings areEmployer
posted) presentations
Job boards (sites where job 7.
openings
are posted)
7. Employer
on campus
presentations on campus
Lectures/case studies as7.
part
Lectures/case
of curriculumstudies as part of curriculum

training sessions organised
8. Skillsbytraining
employers
sessions organised by employers
Career guidance8.websites
Career guidance websites
Career and job related
8. Career
appsand job related apps
Career and job related
8. Career
appsand job related apps
Employer office/site
7. Employer
visits
office/site visits
Employer sponsored posts
7. Employer
in social media
sponsored posts in socialSkills
media
Conferences
arranged and hosted by
employers studies as9.
Conferences arranged and 9.
hosted
by employers
Lectures/case
part
Lectures/case
of curriculumstudies as part of curriculum
Employer advertisements
9. Employer
on TV advertisements on TV
Lectures/case studies as9.
part
Lectures/case
of curriculumstudies as part of curriculum
Lectures/case studies as9.
part
Lectures/case
of curriculumstudies as part of curriculumEmployer office/site
9. Employer
visits
office/site visits
10.
part
Lectures/case
of curriculumstudies as part of curriculum
Employer advertisements
10. Employer
on TV advertisements on TV Employer sponsored posts
10. Employer
in social media
sponsored posts in social media
Career guidance
10.websites
Career guidance websites
Employer advertisements
10. Employer
on TV advertisements on TV
Employer presentations
10. Employer
on campus
presentations on campus Lectures/case studies as

Print

Digital

In-person

Other

Flushing out social media as a top 2 communication channel,
(see following page for detailed groups) Facebook is used by
over 90% of all Future Talent with between a quarter and
almost a half of students using Facebook for both social and
career purposes (as opposed to only social or only career
purposes).
LinkedIn is another popular social media site, with between
52-72% of students engaged. Of these engaged users, 100%
are using it for career purposes only or both career and social
purposes.
Social media can be used to deliver additional information to
students or to drive traffic to the corporate website.

Print

Digital

In-person

Other

With respect to social media, Business students in Lost
Talent use Facebook the most for both social and career
purposes (76%). This is significantly higher usage than their
STEM and Liberal Arts peers (27% and 41% respectively),
and the Future Talent groups.
LinkedIn usage is lowest with Liberal Arts Lost Talent with
27% using this popular business networking site.
Business students in the Lost Talent category rate
opportunities to interact with employers such as
information interviews, skills training sessions and
employer-sponsored conferences in their top 10.
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Communication Channels
FUTURE TALENT

LOST TALENT

Context in which the target talent uses Facebook Context in which the target talent uses Facebook

BUSINESS

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

Context in which the target talent uses LinkedIn

BUSINESS

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

Career purposes only

BUSINESS

STEM

LIBERAL ARTS

Context in which the target talent uses LinkedIn

BUSINESS

Social purposes only

STEM

Both social and career purposes

LIBERAL ARTS
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Actions and Insights
Based on the differences between Business, STEM and Liberal Arts
student groups chronicled here, firms who engage in high-volume
recruitment of students and graduates may choose to segment their
student audiences in order to tailor the messages to best address the
priorities for each group. Where segmentation is not practical,
looking for the common themes and trends across all student
groups will help to appeal to a wide cross-section of students.

Additional Insights from Universum - Jason
Kipps, Managing Director, Canada

Online Investment

The majority of the students in Ontario surveyed
by Universum indicated that they are looking for
information about employers on social media like
Facebook and Instagram, and yet, very few
employers in Canada have fully-developed social
media recruitment programs in place.

Employer websites and social media are the top 2 communication
channels used by most students. As they value this self-service
method of gathering information, companies may benefit from
ensuring that their career websites offer robust information on the
work itself, the corporate culture or “what it’s like to work here”,
career paths and current roles. Short bites of digestible information
and videos are gaining in popularity and can be employed here.

Early talent wants to see a “day in the life” of the
career. They want to know if they should wear a
suit to the interview and what the office
environment looks like. Graphic mediums like
Facebook and Instagram are well-suited to
delivering this type of detailed information about
an employer and the workplace.

Social media is a growing tool that can be leveraged to engage
students, increase information sharing, and drive traffic to other
channels. See the text box “Additional Insights from Universum”
for more.

Early adoption of a multi-faceted social media
campaign will give employers an advantage by
building engagement on these channels, which in
turn activates each channel’s algorithm to
highlight the content further. Student
candidates expect employers to be social. To
recruit successfully on social platforms,
companies must do more than merely
highlighting a list of job opportunities. Successful
recruiting campaigns use themes and messages
that highlight the career attributes that are
important to the targeted talent groups, within
specific schools. They are driving individual
candidates toward action and tracking the
response and application rates that these
campaigns generate.

Student Engagement
• Information gathering online is a good start, but students also
value face-to-face interaction and so employers are encouraged
to increase or continue their on-campus presence and
participation.
• Inviting student groups into your office environment and/or
exposing them to your business through capstone projects are
solid tactics that put a human face on your organization and the FS
sector.
• Like customers, student recruitment benefits from a personal
touch and a strong awareness of your company’s offerings.
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Actions and Insights
What distinguishes students who are aware of Financial Services (FS) organizations, but would not consider them
as an employer? And how can early engagement strategies help to convert some of this talent?
Some approaches to consider:

Highlight Positive Employer
Attributes of Corporate
Responsibility and Global
Mobility, Where Applicable:
This group generally appears
to be motivated by purpose –
for some that means a
preference for “cause-based”
organizations or an interest in
global affairs. Highlighting
ethical practices and
responsibility, along with the
potential for multi-national
roles within a single
organization may prove
attractive for them.

Focus on Elements of
Employer Commitment:
This group also has the
longest expected tenure with
their first employers –
suggesting that aspects of job
stability and security are
important for many. They are
also seeking a good reference
for their future careers.
Emphasizing a strong
employer-employee
“contract” may help to
encourage interest.

Promote Breadth of
Opportunities:
Overall, there is an opportunity
for Financial Services to
spotlight the breadth of jobs
available within the sector –
marketing to the profiles of
Business, STEM, and Liberal
Arts students within the Lost
Talent category. Failure on the
part of students to consider FS
employers may be a function of
not understanding the broad
array of roles available within an
FS organization.
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Appendix – ASPIRE Student Marketing Posters

